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Role of low-frequency vibrations on sound propagation in glasses at intermediate temperature
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We report measurements of the temperature dependence of the sound attenuation and the fractional change
in sound velocity for the glass~G! and orientational-glass~OG! phases of polymorphic ethanol. Strikingly
similar behaviors are found for both phases despite the OG’s underlying crystal~bcc! lattice. Such similarity,
which is also revealed in dielectric spectroscopy and inelastic neutron scattering measurements, suggests whole
molecule small-angle librations as a common microscopic origin for a wide variety of ‘‘glassy’’ phenomena.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The thermal,1 elastic,2 and dielectric3 behaviors of glasse
largely differ from those of bulk crystalline solids at low an
moderately high~tens of kelvins! temperature. In particular
some elastic properties such as sound velocity and atte
tion in vitreous materials are known to exhibit remarkab
anomalies if compared with those exhibited by the par
crystals. If expressed in terms of dimensionless quanti
such as the fractional change in sound velocity with tempe
ture dv/v and the internal frictionQ21, the former is found
to increase withT below 1 K and strongly decrease at high
T,4 whereasQ21 shows an initial increase up to a few hu
dreds of millikelvins, then reaches a plateau of roughly c
stantQ0

21 up to a few kelvins~a temperature referred usual
asT* ), followed by an increase until a temperature dubb
Tmax and finally, in some cases, a strong drop5 at even higher
T has been reported. In addition, the measurements of so
attenuation in glasses are found to depend quite strongl
the measurement frequency, which is not the usual beha
for well-ordered crystals.

The above phenomena are explained on a phenom
logical basis using concepts such as two-level syste6

~TLS!, thermally activated relaxation,7 or some interpolation
between the two such as the ‘‘soft-potential’’ model.8 The
picture that emerges from most of these approaches por
the dynamics of glasses below 5 K asdominated by coheren
motion of TLS’s weakly damped by relaxational and res
nant interactions with elastic waves. The phase coherenc
such motion is lost forT.T* mainly because of the onset o
thermal motion. Finally, aboveT* thermal occupation of ex
cited levels of the interaction potential leads to a breakdo
of the two-level approximation, and the dynamics becom
governed by thermally activated processes, which usu
show an Arrhenius dependence of the relaxation rate.5
PRB 610163-1829/2000/61~13!/8778~6!/$15.00
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It has recently become clear that a more microscopic b
is required for a deeper understanding of the dynamics
glassy matter. This results from puzzling observations m
on polycrystalline metallic solids,9 films or even bulk, de-
formed metallic solids10 that show that these materials b
have as glasses and, even more, a comparison of such q
tities carried out in metallic polycrystals in their normal an
superconducting states9 suggests that the TLS’s, if present
such materials, do not interact with the conduction electro
In addition, other classes of partially ordered systems suc
rotator-phase~or ‘‘plastic’’ ! crystals,11 mixed crystals,12 or
even quasicrystals13 have shown dynamics that resemble th
of amorphous matter. The ideal benchmark to clarify su
apparently contradictory observations would then be con
tuted by a material that could be studied under control
conditions of disorder. Such an endeavor has, however,
been carried out mainly because of the extreme difficulty
preparing glass samples having the same composition
those employed for studies on polycrystals or rotator pha

Here we consider a material that can easily be prepare
thermodynamically well-characterized phases such as
fully ordered, orientationally disordered, and amorpho
phases of solid ethanol. A structural glass~G! is formed upon
quenching the supercooled liquid belowTg;97 K. The
amorphous state can also be achieved using easily achiev
cooling rates~'6 K/min!. Heating the glass aboveTg yields
a supercooled liquid that can be annealed to yield a rot
phase~RP, also referred in the literature as plastic or glas
crystal! phase. Once this is formed, cooling belowTg

OG

;97 K leads to a sluggish freezing of molecular rotatio
and an orientational glass~OG, or orientationally disordered
crystal!. The rotational freezing preserves the same cry
symmetry ~an Im3̄m bcc lattice! of the RP, and from the
structural point of view only a jump in the volume expansi
ity coefficient that amounts'431024 K21 accompanies
8778 ©2000 The American Physical Society
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the transition.15 The latter is understood as a genuine gla
transition phenomenon of a purely dynamical origin.14 Pre-
vious studies have compared the structure15 and
dynamics16,17 of the RP/OG and G phases, all showing ve
similar glassy behavior in their specific heats, vibrational f
quency spectra, and dielectric spectroscopy to the stable
ordered~monoclinic! crystal phase.

Our purpose here is thus to carry a comparative study
the dynamics of a material in its amorphous and orientati
ally disordered forms at meso- and microscopic scales. S
both the glass and OG solids have the same chemical c
position as well as rather close densities, the difference
dynamic behavior, if any, will be entirely attributable to th
presence in the OG of long-range periodicity. The pres
study will thus explore time and length scales in addition
those within the macroscopic realm as are those already
amined using dielectric relaxation17 that have witnessed th
dynamic proximity of thea and b relaxations of the glass
~or supercooled liquid! and OG~or RP! phases.

II. LIGHT SCATTERING

We have measured the frequency and attenuation of
personic waves by Brillouin light scattering.18 The technique
probes phonons with wavelengths comparable to tha
light, the measured frequency shiftvB is proportional to the
sound velocity, and the widthG of the Brillouin peak is
related, through a convolution with the instrument functio
to the attenuation. The sample was contained in a se
copper cuvettete attached to the cold finger and the temp
ture was controlled using a continuous flow cryostat.

The explored temperature interval was 5 K–120 K, wh
covers the range of both glassy phases~G and OG! as well as
that of the RP crystal. As in previous experiments, all
phases were preparedin situ and carefully monitored. Below
5 K the low scattering intensity precluded the measurem
The temperature range investigated also covers the
temperature anomaly@i.e., the excess inCp(T)/T3 specific
heat with respect to the ordered crystal# and the region where
the heat conductivity shows its ‘‘plateau.’’16 The measured
spectra show Brillouin peaks arising from longitudinal ela
tic waves. Transverse sound modes are too weak to be
served. In addition, data already reported for fully hydrog
nated glass and supercooled liquid samples at tempera
near the structural glass transition19 are included for com-
parison purposes.

Within the TLS framework,vB and G are related to the
dispersive and dissipative parts of the susceptibilityx(v)
by5

dvB

vB
5

dv
v

52
A

2
x8~v!, Q215

G

vB
5Ax9~v!,

A5
g2

rv2
,

whereA includes the ‘‘deformation potential’’g ~i.e., a mea-
sure of the coupling strength of TLS with elastic wave!,
mass densityr, and sound velocityv. Our data for both glass
and OG phases are shown in Fig. 1. Both graphs revea
presence of two rather different regimes for both solids. B
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low '30 K, the variation withT of dv/v as well asQ21 is
rather mild, whereas a strongerT dependence is observed u
to the glass transition~;100 K!, and finally even more
abrupt changes are seen in the supercooled-liquid or RP
perature range.

Our data forQ21 at T'5 K should be taken as an uppe
bound since they may be resolution limited. Taken at its fa
value the'5 K data are 2.731023 ~G! and 3.031023 ~OG!.
If we take these as representative of the ‘‘plateau’’ value
Q0

21, then they are above the average of those compiled
White and Pohl13 but compare with data for some met
films.10 If these values are used to make an estimate of
dimensionless constant5

C5
2Q0

21

p
5

P̄g2

rv2
, ~1!

then one getsC'3.631023 and 531023. These are cer-
tainly larger than those reported for oxide glasses. Howe
our values come closer to those measured for electro
glasses as studied by Reichertet al.21 Those reported in
Table 1 of Ref. 21 reach values up to (9 – 9.6)31024 de-
pending upon the salt content. In particular, the depende
of the constantC upon the content of salt~LiCl and ZnCl2)
given in percentage units follows a quasilinear law with
zero-salt limit of 1.3431023. This is the value forC ex-
pected for an amorphous material chemically and structur

FIG. 1. ~a! Fractional change of sound velocity with temperatu
for the glass~open symbols!, OG/RP phases~filled symbols!, and
the data from Ref. 19~vertical bars!. The inset shows data coverin
the whole glass-transition region. The solid line shows an esti
tion using parameters given in the text.~b! Internal friction as a
function of temperature~same symbols as above!. The straight line
depicts a prediction based on a thermal-activation model~Ref. 7!.
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8780 PRB 61A. CRIADO et al.
not very dissimilar to ours such as amorphous water. In o
words, our estimate forC comes close to others derived pr
viously.

On the other hand, our values can also be understoo
the basis of the linear correlations found by Hunklinger20 and
Reichertet al.21 between the quantities entering Eq.~1! and
the glass transition temperature. In this respect, it is wo
mentioning that both glassy ethanol and water show
highest densities of TLS states while the oxide glasses
found in the opposite extreme.

From '30 K up to Tg , Q21 for both solids is well ap-
proximated by a linear temperature dependence with co
cients 1.6831024 K21 ~G! and 1.5331024 K21 ~OG!.
The implication is that data within this range pertain to
regime of thermally activated relaxation, which is govern
by an Arrhenius relaxation rate. If such values are tak
together with the previous estimate forC to make a guess fo
the zero point energy of the tunneling particleE0 from Ref.
7 Q215pCkBT/E0, one getsE0518 ~19.9! K for G ~OG!,
which is amazingly close to the 15 K derived for oxid
glasses.5

Our data forQ21 do not show maxima atTmax such as
that found for oxide glasses by acoustic5 or Brillouin7 spec-
troscopies, probably because the appearance of both
transitions at temperatures lower than that expected forTmax.
From the inset of Fig. 1~a! one can, however, set the boun
120 K<Tmax<140 K.

III. RELATIONSHIP WITH MEASUREMENTS
CARRIED OUT AT MACROSCOPIC SCALES

Theb relaxation in both G and OG phases above'40 K
has been recently studied by dielectric spectroscopy.17 The
temperature dependence was describable in terms of an
vation energyV0, a width of the energy-barrier distributio
s0, and the inverse of the attempt frequencyt0, having val-
ues of about 1000 K, 600 K, and 0.5310213 s, respectively.
The parameters for both phases are the same within sta
cal precision. From data fort0, as well as from the estimat
of Tmax given above, one obtains an upper bound forVmax,
which is the upper limit of the distribution function of th
barrier heights for states that fulfill the conditionvt51, as7

kBTmax52Vmax/ ln(vt0) with v being the observation fre
quency. The result yieldsVmax5720 K for a temperature o
130 K, in the midpoint of the interval given above. If w
now consider howdv/v is expected to behave in a thermal
activated regime fulfilling vt0!1, namely, dv/v
5CkBT ln(vt0)/E0, we find that, using the parameters r
ferred to above, the description becomes valid up toT'60 K
as Fig. 1 shows. The stronger decrease indv/v above this
temperature is probably a signature of the increasing imp
tance of thermal expansion effects not accounted for by
model.

Our previous study17 enabled the identification of ther
mally activated low-angle reorientations~librations!, which
are strongly coupled to the collective~phonon! modes, as the
main microscopic entity giving rise to the dielectric signal
both G and OG.17 Moreover, such motions show a peak
density of states that accounts for the excess in theC(T)/T3

specific heat plots at about 5–8 K as well as to the ‘‘plate
region’’ in thermal conductivity.16 From the closeness of th
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thermal activation parameters at both macro-~dielectric! and
mesoscopic~Brillouin! scales, we infer that mechanism
similar to those causing dielectric relaxation should be
sponsible for the observed behavior ofdv/v andQ21. Such
motions should then be considered akin to those ‘‘additio
harmonic excitations’’ comprising correlated motions of
few structural units in the well studied case of vitreous SiO2.

IV. DYNAMICS AT MICROSCOPIC SCALES

To explore the nature of the motions referred to abo
that have frequencies commensurate with maxima
C(T)/T3, that is, 2 meV<v<4 meV, a number of measure
ments by neutron spectroscopy were carried out using
MARI spectrometer at the ISIS pulsed neutron source~Ru-
therford Appleton Laboratory, U.K.!. The sample was fully
deuterated ethanol, which allowed us to monitor contin
ously its state by inspection of the diffraction patterns, a
was contained in a standard aluminum sample can.

The measurements were carried using incident ener
energy ofEi5100 meV andEi515 meV. This was done in
order to cover a large kinematic region so that the dep
dence of the dynamic structure factorS(Q,v) with wave
vector can be safely explored and also to detect the poss
existence of excitations occurring at finite frequency a
constant wave vector.

In view of the strong anharmonic effects displayed in F
1, the measurements were carried at relatively low temp
tures~about 5 K! that are close to those whereC(T)/T3 also
show their maxima.16 As an added bonus, carrying out th
measurement at such temperatures diminishes the im
tance of multiexcitation contributions. All three solids we
prepared in situ after an initial quench of the high
temperature liquid into the deep glass phase. The spe
corresponding to the amorphous solids were the ones
measured. The orientationally disordered crystals were
pared by raising the temperature 10 K aboveTg and a sub-
sequent annealing under such conditions. Formation of
RP crystal was well monitored by the appearance of a str
Bragg peak in the diffraction pattern measured using
elastic I (Q,v50) channels ~integrated over resolution
width!. Finally, the stable monoclinic phase was prepared
annealing at temperatures close to its meltingTm5159 K for
a few hours. The diffraction patterns of the three solids
shown as insets of Fig. 3. Data reduction and analysis
lowed standard routes. Because of the high transmissio
our sample multiple-scattering contributions to the measu
spectral patterns were estimated to be rather small. Fin
the multiphonon contributions were evaluated following t
procedure described in Ref. 22 and subtracted from the b
intensity.

Figure 2 displays a representative set of spectra meas
with Ei515 meV, which enables one to compare directly t
intensity patterns of the three solids. This allows us to
that there is no measurable difference in the spectra of
two glassy solids, while a substantially different behavior
followed by the ordered~monoclinic! crystal. The largest
difference in intensities concern a range of frequencies
stretches up to frequencies commensurable with those w
the monoclinic crystal shows its first intense phonon ba
('6 meV!. It concerns an easily visible ‘‘excess’’ of inelas
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FIG. 2. Constant-Q spectra as
measured using an incident energ
Ei515 meV for values of the mo-
mentum transfer given in the in
sets. The solid line depicts th
spectra of the monoclinic crystal
the open symbols show the spe
tra for the glass, and the filled
symbols the spectra of the orienta
tionally disordered crystal.
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tic intensity of both glass and OG with respect to the orde
crystal, which reaches a maximum at frequencies within
range 2–3 meV. Such ‘‘excess modes’’ once averaged o
momentum transfers will give rise to vibrational frequen
distributions such as those reported in some of our prev
studies.23

With respect to the wave-vector dependence of the ine
tic intensities shown in Fig. 2 the following qualification
should be taken into account. BelowQ'0.5 Å21 the inelas-
tic intensities of the glassy solids show a rather structure
shape. That of the ordered crystal grows steeply from the
of the elastic line and crosses those of the glassy solid
about 5 meV. A small maximum starts to develop at ab
2.5 meV in the spectra of both glassy solids forQ
50.7 Å21. From there to the largest explored wave vect
such a maximum appears as a dispersionless feature an
be identified with the ‘‘boson peak’’ found in studies em
ploying incoherent-scattering samples.16,11 What seems
worth exploring is the observation that while the center
such a peak does not show any clear dependence with w
vector, the amount of excess intensity shown by the t
glasses with respect to the crystalline ground state sh
some modulation withQ. For wave vectors corresponding
the first Brillouin zone of the ordered crystal~e.g., below
0.85 Å21) the excess intensities are maximal. Such a diff
ence gets almost suppressed when approaching the Brill
zone boundary and reappears as one proceeds further.

Having measuredS(Q,v) for relatively largeQ’s enables
us to consider in some detail the quantityS(Q,v5const),
that is, the wave-vector dependence of the inelastic inten
for the range of frequencies where the excess modes c
mented on above is maximal. Such quantities are, in f
inelastic structure factors, giving information about the ve
tor displacements of the atoms taking place in such motio
A model-free assessment of the nature of motions be
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sampled is provided by comparison of the phases of osc
tions inS(Q,v5const) with those shown by the staticS(Q)
or elasticS(Q,v50) structure factors. Purely translation
motions ~i.e., long-wavelength acoustic phonons! leave all
distances unaltered and thereforeS(Q,v5const) should
show oscillations in phase with those ofS(Q) or S(Q,v
50).

Cuts of S(Q,v5const) for 2.5 meV<v<3.5 meV, an
interval free from any substantial contamination by the el
tic line, are shown in Fig. 3. Both glassy solids~G and OG!
show a strikingly similar intensity pattern, with a shoulder
about 3 Å21, a broad maximum at 7 Å21, and a minimum at
about 11.2 Å21. Only a small peak is seen for G and OG
Q values corresponding to the main peak in the diffract
patternQp'1.7 Å21. In contrast, sharp peaks at 1.7 Å21

and 2.5 Å21 identify the presence of propagating excitatio
in the spectrum for the monoclinic crystal, a feature a
reproduced from a crystal lattice dynamics calculation. T
shows that even at these relatively low frequencies, mos
the intensity in spectra of the glassy solids arises from m
tions not involving in-phase displacements of the molecu
centers of mass~COM!. In other words, most of the intensit
at frequencies comparable to that of the ‘‘boson peak’’ se
to arise from motions that should have a molecular reori
tational component as dominant, as explained.

Now we take advantage of the presence within the O
phase of a crystal bcc cell as well as the availability of t
absolute frequency scale provided by the monoclinic crys
This enables the separation of purely translational and r
tional motions since the molecular centers of mass sit at
nodes of the bcc lattice. We have carried out a numbe
computer simulations for such a model of the OG crys
Our point of departure was to assume that relative molec
orientations all have the same statistical weight, a f
grounded on previous results.15 A random sampling strategy
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8782 PRB 61A. CRIADO et al.
was devised to generate the initial molecular orientations
well as the small librational displacements. Molecular CO
motions were simulated by displacing the molecules alo
the Cartesian displacement coordinates of the bcc lattice
further average was then taken over the different displa
ment modes and the final atomic displacement vectorsui
were calculated. The calculated inelastic structure fac
I (Q,v5const) was finally evaluated from the one-phon
partial structure factorsFi j (Q),

I ~Q,v5const!}(
i

(
j Þ i

Fi j ~Q!G~v!, ~2!

FIG. 3. Neutron spectroscopy data at constant freque
I (Q,2.5 meV,v,3.5 meV! for the glass, OG, and monoclini
crystal phases atT55 K @frames~a!–~c!, respectively#. The solid
line shown in frame~b! corresponds to the calculation made for t
bcc crystal on the basis of Eq.~2!. The dashed line shown in fram
~c! depicts the result from a harmonic lattice dynamics calculat
for the monoclinic powder~see Ref. 16!. Insets display the elastic
I (Q,v50) data.
s

g
A
e-

r

Fi j ~Q!/Q25
1

AMiM j
F1

3
~ui•uj ! j 0~Qdi j !

1S 1

3
~ui•uj !2

1

di j
2 ~di j •uj !D j 2~Qdi j !G , ~3!

whereMi are atomic masses,u are vector displacements,di j
are vectors joining two atoms,G(v) are spectral functions
~combination of Bose factors andd peaks!, and j x( ) are
spherical Bessel functions.

The calculated curve is compared with experiment a
addition of a self-scattering component24 and is shown in
Fig. 3. The result shows that purely translational motio
contribute to the observed intensity at such frequencies w
only a small feature atQ5Qp . In contrast, reorientationa
excursions with an average angle of about 0.3° account
the shape ofI (Q,v5const).

Because of the very close similarity of the experimen
inelastic structure factor for the OG and the fully disorder
solid, one expects that the results for the former, here c
sidered as a reference ‘‘glass,’’ should also be of releva
for the latter. In other words, they serve to quantify the co
tribution to I (Q,v), on Å and picosecond scales, comin
from purely acoustic motions certainly involving the di
placements of molecular COM’s, versus those arising fr
additional ~librational! excitations. From the very sma
weight of the peak atQ5Qp we infer that a high-frequency
cutoff for the existence of well-defined soundlike excitatio
should not be far beyondvco<3 meV, a frequency that be
comes comparable to that of the ‘‘boson peak.’’

V. CONCLUSIONS

The findings reported here are of relevance to our und
standing of glassy dynamics since they enable a cohe
description of the mechanisms driving the dynamics of d
ordered matter at widely different spatiotemporal scales
explored by dielectric~macro-!, Brillouin ~meso-!, and neu-
tron ~microscopic! spectroscopies. A number of character
tic phenomena can be understood as resulting from the in
action of long-wavelength acoustic waves with sma
amplitude molecular librations. The latter are known to gi
rise to the peak inC(T)/T3, constitute an efficient mecha
nism for sound attenuation via relaxational and reson
scattering mechanisms, and explain the concomitant red
tion in sound velocity with temperature. The present resu
also suggests a set of weakly damped~TLS! librators reso-
nantly interacting with sound waves as the most feasible
tities giving rise to the linear term in the specific heat belo
2 K found for the bcc crystal and glass.16
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